Abstract -Lagrangian relaxation is the most widely adopted method for solving unit commitment (UC) problems. It consists of two steps: dual optimization and primal feasible solution construction. The dual optimization step is crucial in determining the overall performance of the solution. This paper intends to evaluate two dual optimization methods -one based on subgradient (SG) and the other based on the cutting plane. Large-scale UC problems with hundreds of thousands of variables and constraints have been generated for evaluation purposes. It is found that the evaluated SG method yields very promising results.
Introduction
Unit commitment (UC) is a special optimization problem for determining the startup and shutdown schedules of generation units in a power system considering unit characteristics, power network operation constraints, and fuel costs, among others [1, 2] . Among the different study objectives related to UC, one common aim is to minimize the total operating cost over a study horizon while satisfying the demands.
UC problems are normally formulated as mixed integer programming problems consisting of integer variables (startup and shutdown of generators) and continuous variables (dispatch level of turned-on generators). The solution resolution is usually one hour, and the study horizon could be one day, one week, or one month. Solving this type of problem could be very difficult due to the huge size of the problem.
While there are a great deal of efforts to tackle this problem utilizing diverse techniques such as genetic algorithm and benders decomposition, the most promising one remains to be the Lagrangian relaxation (LR) method, which mainly comprises two steps [3, 4] . The first step is called dual optimization, while the second step is called primal feasible solution generation [5] [6] [7] .
The dual optimization step is crucial in determining the overall performance of an LR method in terms of speed and optimality [8, 9] . While various algorithms for dual optimization have been proposed in the past, there are only a few studies utilizing large-scale UC problems for evaluating dual optimization algorithms. Meanwhile, benchmarking studies are helpful for the better understanding of the performance and characteristics of the algorithms. This paper intends to provide certain evaluation results for large-scale UC problems. Two common approaches for updating Lagrangian multipliers, namely the subgradient (SG) based approach and the cutting-plane (CP) based approach, have been evaluated [2, 3] . A library of large-scale UC cases is generated for this purpose. Due to the diverse variants of algorithms published in the literature, this paper does not intend to cover the evaluation of all the multiplier update approaches. Instead, we focus on two selected dual optimization methods.
The LR-based optimization method is first reviewed. The SG-based and CP-based multiplier update approaches are then presented. The development of a library of largescale UC cases is also described, and the sizes of the various cases are reported. Evaluation studies on the multiplier update methods using the generated cases are then presented, followed by the conclusion.
LR and Multiplier Update
The following generic formulation for resource optimization problems, such as UC problems [2, 3] x . In UC problems, N typically represents the number of generation units, which will be referred to as the primal problem (P). In practical problems, local constraints can include the minimum uptime, minimum downtime, ramping constraint, and the available capacity limits of each generating unit. The equality coupling constraints include energy balance requirements, while the inequality coupling constraints include the reserve requirements. The presence of such coupling constraints makes it difficult to find the solution of the problem P.
The LR of P is derived by dualizing the coupling constraints, resulting in the relaxed problem (RP), as shown below [2] : Once the coupling constraints are removed, the resulting problem, RP, can be decomposed into N independent problems, each of which corresponds to a single generation unit. A single problem is usually of much smaller size and thus is much easier to solve.
LR solution method is based on the theorems of duality, which establish certain properties governing the relationship between solutions to the Lagrangian dual problem, DP, and solutions to P. The Lagrangian dual problem, DP, is defined as follows:
The dual optimization aims to find a set of multipliers that maximize the Lagrangian dual function. There are two major variations of LR method depending on how the Lagrangian multipliers are updated in the iterative process: the SG-based method and CP-based method.
The SG for the Lagrangian dual is calculated as follow [2, 3] :
The solution of the dual problem usually takes an iterative procedure, where the Lagrangian multipliers are updated iteratively depending on the calculated SG. The method of updating the multipliers is pivotal in determining the speed and quality of the solution. The two commonly used multiplier update methods are presented in the following sections; both are evaluated by applying the developed case library.
SG-based multiplier update method
Assuming that for iteration k the SG vector for the Lagrangian dual is ( ) k ξ and the multiplier vector is
Appropriate values for α , the scale factors, are selected according to [2] .
CP-based multiplier update method
The updated multiplier is obtained by solving the following linear programming problem [3] :
Where φ is the value of the Lagrangian function, and T is the vector transpose operator.
Generation of a UC Case Library
This section describes the generated UC case library based on typical, if not comprehensive, models [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The UC problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem with a time resolution of one hour, which minimizes the total production cost subject to specific constraints. The inputs of problem formulation include the startup/shutdown cost, the energy cost, the maximum/minimum power output, the minimum uptime/downtime, and the maximum ramp up/down dispatch increment of each unit, as well as the demand and reserve requirement in each hour. There are four sets of variables for each hour and for each unit: dispatch, commitment status, startup action, and shutdown action. The constraints considered include energy balance and reserve, unit capacity, unit ramp up/ramp down, and unit minimum uptime/downtime constraints. The energy balance constraints and the reserve requirement constraints are the two types of global constraints, or complicating constraints. The objective function is to minimize the total production cost, including the energy, startup, and shutdown costs. The mathematical equations for the constraints and objective function are presented as follows based on references [1, 10, 11] .
Constraints
The constraints of the formulated optimization problem are presented as follows, referring to [1, 10] , especially [10] .
Unit capacity constraints: 
where k D is the demand requirement in hour k .
Ramp up constraints:
where ui L is the maximum ramp up dispatch increment of unit i .
Ramp down constraints:
where di L is the maximum ramp down dispatch decrement of unit i .
Reserve requirements:
where k R is the reserve requirement in hour k .
Minimum uptime constraints:
where uti M is the minimum uptime of unit i .
Minimum downtime constraints:
where dti M is the minimum downtime of unit i .
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The abovementioned constraints are not meant to be allinclusive, and other constraints such as transmission, contingency, emission, and fuel constraints are not considered in the present study [12, 13] .
Objective function
The objective function is to minimize the total production cost of all units during the entire optimization horizon, including the energy, startup, and shutdown costs. Based on the formulation described above, a case library of large-scale UC problem is generated, which is used for testing the dual optimization problem.
Evaluation Studies for Dual Optimization
This section presents the evaluation studies for dual optimization. Various cases are generated, with different number of units and of hours in the optimization horizon. The scale and complexity of the cases are comparable to or exceed those of real-world power system UC problems. The sizes of the generated cases are shown in Table 1 , where the number of continuous variables, binary variables, constraints, non-zero coefficients in the constraints, coupling equality constraints (CECs), and coupling inequality constraints (CIECs) are shown. Some of the cases are the same as those reported in [11] , and the software development work utilized to generate the case library is detailed in [11] .
The name of each test system is composed of the number of generation units and the number of hours in the optimization horizon. For example, UK_500_168 means that the system consists of 500 units and the optimization horizon is 168 hours. The number of CECs and CIECs are the same and equal to the number of hours in the optimization horizon.
The developed cases were applied to evaluate the two multiplier update methods. The dual optimization procedure outlined in section 2 is followed in the present study.
The dual solutions obtained by using the SG and CP methods are shown in Table 2 . The maximum number of iteration is set at 300 in the simulation studies. In the tables, the column "Iteration" indicates the least number of iterations required to achieve a dual solution gap no more than 1%; if such solution gap cannot be achieved, the iteration number will be equal to 300. The actual dual value and solution gap achieved are shown in the column "Dual" and "Gap", respectively. The dual solution gap is calculated as the difference between the primal feasible optimal value and the dual value, divided by the primal feasible optimal value. Columns 2-4 show the results for the SG method, and columns 5-7 show the results for the CP method. Table 2 . Dual solution based on the SG and CP approaches
The evaluated SG method significantly outperformed the evaluated CP method. The SG method can usually achieve a high-quality dual solution within 20 iterations, while the CP method either requires hundreds of iterations for reaching the desired solution gap or fails to do so within the specified maximum iteration limit.
To better understand the convergence behavior of the evaluated algorithms, the convergence locus for the SG method is depicted in Fig. 1 for case UK200_168. Its zoom-in view is shown in Fig. 2 .
The dual optimization convergence locus based on the CP method for case UK200_168 is plotted in Fig. 3 .
The dual optimization convergence loci based on the CP method for case UK100_24 are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Figs. show that the tested SG method can quickly converge to the desired optimal dual solution with few or no oscillations. Meanwhile, the CP method suffers considerable oscillations and thus takes a significant number of iterations to get close to the dual optimal solution.
Conclusions
A library of UC problems, including large-scale problems with hundreds of thousands of variables and constraints, was created and applied for the evaluation of the performance of an SG-based and a CP-based multiplier update methods for Lagrangian dual optimization. The evaluated SG algorithm can achieve high-quality dual solutions, usually within 20 iterations for large-scale UC problems without any significant oscillations. Meanwhile, the evaluated CP method suffers significant oscillations and thus is very slow in reaching the optimal dual solution. The evaluation results can provide researchers with useful benchmarking information for the study of LR-based algorithms to solve large-scale resource scheduling problems such as UC problems.
